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Monitoring and Alarms
Supported Events and Metrics
：

Last updated 2022-11-23 17:46:40

Overview
DTS can use CM to monitor events and metrics during data migration, sync, and subscription tasks and set alarm
rules. CM will send notifications to you as soon as an event is triggered or a metric becomes abnormal, so you can
take corresponding measures.

：

Note

Currently, event alarming is supported for the migration, sync, and subscription links of MySQL, MariaDB,
Percona, and TDSQL-C for MySQL.
Currently, metric alarming is supported for the migration, sync, and subscription links of MySQL, MariaDB,
Percona, TDSQL-C for MySQL, and TDSQL for MySQL.

Supported events
Event

Description

Data migration task
interrupted

This alarm will be triggered when a data migration task is interrupted abnormally
(excluding manual interruptions).

Data synchronization task

This alarm will be triggered when a data sync task is interrupted abnormally

interrupted

(excluding manual interruptions).

Data subscription task
interrupted

This alarm will be triggered when a data subscription task is interrupted abnormally
(excluding manual interruptions).

Cloud API actions
(CloudAudit)

This alarm will be triggered when a cloud API action is abnormally interrupted.

Console operations
(CloudAudit)

This alarm will be triggered when a console operation is abnormally interrupted.
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Event

Description

Mini program operations
(CloudAudit)

This alarm will be triggered when a mini program operation is abnormally
interrupted.

Metrics supported by data migration

：

Note

Currently, real-time monitoring metric data can be obtained only during incremental migration.

Metric

Unit

Description

RPS
read
from

Count/s

The number of rows of data in the source instance read by DTS per second.

Count/s

The number of rows of data migrated to the target instance by DTS per second.

source
instance
RPS
written to
target
instance

The time difference between the source and target instances.
Calculation method: The current time of the source instance minus the time recorded in

Data
migration
time lag

s

the latest binlog event of the source database running in the target instance.
Calculation of the data migration time lag depends on the incremental binlogs of the
source database. Therefore, if there are no DDL or DML operations performed on the
source database for a long time, the value of this metric will gradually increase and
thus cannot reflect the actual migration time lag (if the value is -1 , it indicates that
the existing data has been migrated, but there is no refresh of the incremental data). In
this case, you can run a SQL statement on the source database to refresh the metric
so as to get the correct metric value.
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Metric

Data
migration
data lag

Unit

MBytes

Description
The data size difference between the source and target instances.
Calculation method: The file offset of the latest binlog event of the source instance
minus the file offset of the latest binlog event of the source instance running in the
target instance. If the two offsets are in different binlog files, this value will be estimated.
If there are no DDL or DML operations performed on the source database for a long
time, the value of this metric will gradually increase and thus cannot reflect the actual
migration data lag (if the value is -1 , it indicates that the existing data has been
migrated, but there is no refresh of the incremental data).

Metrics supported by data sync

：

Note

Currently, real-time monitoring metric data can be obtained only during incremental sync.

Metric
RPS
read
from
source

Unit

Description

Count/s

The number of rows of data in the source instance read by DTS per second.

Count/s

The number of rows of data migrated to the target instance by DTS per second.

instance
RPS
written
to target
instance

The time difference between the source and target instances.
Calculation method: The current time of the source instance minus the time recorded in
the latest binlog event of the source database running in the target instance.
Data
sync
time lag

s

Calculation of the data sync time lag depends on the incremental binlogs of the source
database. Therefore, if there are no DDL or DML operations performed on the source
database for a long time, the value of this metric will gradually increase and thus cannot
reflect the actual sync time lag (if the value is -1 , it indicates that the existing data
has been migrated, but there is no refresh of the incremental data). In this case, you can
run a SQL statement on the source database to refresh the metric so as to get the
correct metric value.
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Metric

Unit

Description
The data size difference between the source and target instances.
Calculation method: The file offset of the latest binlog event of the source instance
minus the file offset of the latest binlog event of the source instance running in the target

Data
sync
data lag

MBytes

instance. If the two offsets are in different binlog files, this value will be estimated.
If there are no DDL or DML operations performed on the source database for a long
time, the value of this metric will gradually increase and thus cannot reflect the actual
sync data lag (if the value is -1 , it indicates that the existing data has been synced,
but there is no refresh of the incremental data).

Metrics supported by data subscription (Kafka Edition)
Metric

Unit

Description
The difference between the number of GTIDs in the binlog events already
parsed by the data subscription service and the number of GTIDs in the latest
binlog events generated by the source database.
If there are no DDL or DML operations performed on the source database for a
long time, the value of this metric will gradually increase and thus cannot
reflect the actual subscription data lag. If the value is -1 , it indicates that

Binlog parsing lag

Count

there is no refresh of the data.

Note
This metric is for MySQL, MariaDB, Perocna, TDSQL for MySQL, and
TDSQL-C for MySQL only.

The LSN gap between the parsed log offset of the data subscription service
and the latest log offset generated by the source database.

LSN gap
between
subscription
service and

MBytes

source database

Transactions
parsed per
second

Count/s

Note
This metric is for TDSQL for PostgreSQL only.

The number of transactions read and parsed from the source database binlog
by DTS per second.
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Metrics supported by data subscription
Metric
Data parsing
GTID lag

SDK ack time
lag

Unit

Description

Count

The difference between the number of GTIDs in the binlog being parsed by the
subscription service and the number of GTIDs in the latest binlog generated by
the source database.
Every time the SDK consumes a message, it will return an ack message to the
server. This metric is the time difference between the SDK message production

s

and consumption, i.e., difference between the time point when the last
response message from the SDK is generated in the SDK and the machine
time on the subscription server.

Transactions per
second

Count/s

The number of transactions processed by the consumer per second.
For messages consumed by the client, an acknowledgment message will be
sent to the server, which will be added to the pending acknowledgment queue.
This metric indicates the proportion of the messages pending acknowledgment

Pending
acknowledgment
queue utilization

%

by the server in the messages cached on the client.
If the pending acknowledgment queue is full, this metric value will be 100%,
indicating that AckAsComsumed fails to be called for a message on the
client due to a program exception.

Internal parsing
queue utilization

Message queue
utilization

%

Before consuming messages, the client will parse them and place them in the
internal parsing queue. This metric indicates the utilization of the parsing
queue.

%

When the client is running, it downloads messages from the subscribed server
and caches them in the message queue. This metric indicates the utilization of
the message queue.
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Configuring Event Alarm
：

Last updated 2022-09-02 14:49:59

Overview
DTS can use EventBridge to monitor events during data migration, sync, and subscription tasks and set alarm rules.
EventBridge will send notifications to you as soon as an event is triggered, so you can take corresponding measures.
This document describes how to set notification rules for event alarms, including the scope of event alarms, form of
notifications, time period for notifications, and recipient group.

Directions
1. Log in to the EventBridge console.
2. The system will ask you to authorize the service as instructed in Activating EventBridge when you log in for the first
time. If you have already authorized it, skip this step.
3. Select Event rule on the left sidebar, select the Guangzhou region and Default event bus, and click Create
event rule.
As the event buses of Tencent Cloud services are uniformly stored in Guangzhou by default, you cannot select
other options for the region and event bus here.

4. Configure the event rule and click Next.
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NewDTS (data migration/sync/subscription (Kafka Edition))
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Old DTS (data subscription only)
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Parameter
Rule
name
Rule
pattern

Description
Enter a rule name to distinguish between services, which cannot be modified once configured.

Select Default.

Tencent
Cloud

For NewDTS tasks (migration/sync/subscription (Kafka Edition)), select Data
Transmission Service (DTS).

service

For old DTS tasks (subscription only), select DTS data subscriptions.

Event

For NewDTS tasks (migration/sync/subscription (Kafka Edition)), select Data migration
task interrupted, Data synchronization task interrupted, and Data subscription task

type

interrupted.
For old DTS tasks (subscription only), All events is selected by default.

5. Configure the notification method, recipient, and delivery method, select Notification message for Trigger
method, and click Complete.
To add a new recipient user or user group, go to the CAM console for creation and then select it in Recipients in
this step.
To configure different trigger methods, click Add at the bottom to add more delivery targets.
6. Return to the event rule list and confirm that the created event rule has been enabled. Subsequently, when a task
exception triggers an alarm, the configured recipients will receive message notifications.
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Configuring to Receive Event Alarm
Notifications of DTS Task with Specified ID
：

Last updated 2022-10-18 14:37:22

Overview
This document describe how to receive only the event alarm notifications of tasks with specified IDs after you create
migration, sync, or subscription tasks.

Directions
1. Log in to the EventBridge console.
2. The system will ask you to authorize the service as instructed in Activating EventBridge when you log in for the first
time. If you have already authorized it, skip this step.
3. Select Event rule on the left sidebar, select the Guangzhou region and Default event bus, and click Create
event rule.
As the event buses of Tencent Cloud services are uniformly stored in Guangzhou by default, you cannot select
other options for the region and event bus here.

4. Configure the event rule and click Next.
Rule name: Enter a rule name to distinguish between services, which cannot be modified once configured.
Rule pattern: Select Custom events.
Rule pattern preview: Copy the following sample code and replace the sample task ID with the actual ID of the DTS
task to be monitored. You can separate multiple tasks by comma.
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// Example of receiving notifications for a single task ID
{
"source":"dts.cloud.tencent",
"subject":"sync-jt12XXgt"
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}
// Example of receiving notifications for multiple task IDs
{
"source":"dts.cloud.tencent",
"subject":["sync-jt12XXgt","dts-a5uqXXhs"]
}

Sample task ID in the DTS console:

5. Configure the notification method, recipient, and delivery method, select Notification message for Trigger
method, and click Complete.
To add a new recipient user or user group, go to the CAM console for creation and then select it in Recipients in
this step.
To configure different trigger methods, click Add at the bottom to add more delivery targets.
6. Return to the event rule list and confirm that the created event rule has been enabled. Subsequently, when a task
exception triggers an alarm, the configured recipients will receive message notifications.
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Configuring Alarm Policy for Data Migration
：

Last updated 2022-09-02 14:50:00

Overview
You can use CM to set alarm rules for important metrics during data migration. CM will send notifications to you as
soon as a metric becomes abnormal, so you can take corresponding measures.
This document describes how to set notification rules for metric alarms, including the trigger condition and scope of
metric alarms, form of notifications, time period for notifications, and recipient group.

Adding an alarm policy
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy on the left sidebar to enter the alarm policy configuration page.
3. Click Create and configure a new alarm policy as detailed below:
Configuration
Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Policy Name

Enter a custom policy name.

Remarks

Enter custom policy remarks.

Monitoring
Type

Select Tencent Cloud services.
Select the desired policy type of the Tencent Cloud service to be
monitored. Here, select DTS/Data migration.
Data migration: Metrics in data migration scenarios are monitored.

Basic Info

Policy Type

Data sync: Metrics in data sync scenarios are monitored.
Data subscription (Kafka Edition): Metrics in data subscription (Kafka
Edition) in new DTS are monitored.
Data subscription: Metrics in data subscription in old DTS are
monitored.

Alarm Policy

Alarm Object

If you select Instance ID, the alarm policy will be associated with the
selected instance.
If you select Instance Group, the alarm policy will be associated with
the selected instance group.
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If you select All Objects, the alarm policy will be associated with all
instances under the current account.
Trigger Condition: You can choose to make the alarm triggered when
any or all metrics meet the set condition.
Configuration example: The metric is "RPS read from source
database", the statistical period is 1 minute, the comparison relation
is "<", the threshold is "1", and the consecutive monitoring duration is
Configure
manually

"3 consecutive data points".
Configuration effect: The "RPS read from source database" metric is
collected once every minute. If the number of rows read by DTS from
the source database per second is below 1 for three consecutive
times, an alarm will be triggered.
Alarm frequency: You can customize the frequency for repeated alarm
notifications, such as once every hour, 2 hours, or day.
Click Select template and select a configured template from the drop-

Configure
Alarm
Notification

Select
template

down list. For detailed configurations, see Configuring Trigger Condition
Template. If a newly created template is not displayed, click Refresh on
the right.

Notification
Template

You can select a preset or custom notification template. Each alarm policy
can be bound to three notification templates at most.
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4. After configuring the above items, click Save.

Modifying an alarm policy
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy on the left sidebar and click the name/ID of the policy to be modified
to enter the alarm policy management page.
3. Modify information such as trigger condition, alarm object, and alarm notification.
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Configuring Alarm Policy for Data Sync
：

Last updated 2022-10-18 14:36:23

Overview
You can use CM to set alarm rules for important metrics during data sync. CM will send notifications to you as soon as
a metric becomes abnormal, so you can take corresponding measures.
This document describes how to set notification rules for metric alarms, including the trigger condition and scope of
metric alarms, form of notifications, time period for notifications, and recipient group.

Adding an alarm policy
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy on the left sidebar to enter the alarm policy configuration page.
3. Click Create and configure a new alarm policy as detailed below:
Configuration

Configuration

Type

Item

Description

Policy Name

Enter a custom policy name.

Remarks

Enter custom policy remarks.

Monitoring
Type

Select Tencent Cloud services.
Select the desired policy type of the Tencent Cloud service to be

Basic Info

Policy Type

monitored. Here, select DTS/Data sync.
Data migration: Metrics in data migration scenarios are monitored.
Data sync: Metrics in data sync scenarios are monitored.
Data subscription (Kafka Edition): Metrics in data subscription (Kafka
Edition) in New DTS are monitored.
Data subscription: Metrics in data subscription in Old DTS are
monitored.

Alarm Policy

Alarm Object

If you select Instance ID, the alarm policy will be associated with the
selected instance.
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If you select Instance Group, the alarm policy will be associated with
the selected instance group.
If you select All Objects, the alarm policy will be associated with all
instances under the current account.
Trigger Condition: You can choose to make the alarm triggered when
any or all metrics meet the set condition.
Configuration example: The metric is "RPS read from source
database", the statistical period is 1 minute, the comparison relation
is "<", the threshold is "1", and the consecutive monitoring duration is
Configure
manually

"3 consecutive data points".
Configuration effect: The "RPS read from source database" metric is
collected once every minute. If the number of rows read by DTS from
the source database per second is below 1 for three consecutive
times, an alarm will be triggered.
Alarm frequency: You can customize the frequency for repeated alarm
notifications, such as once every hour, 2 hours, or day.
Click Select template and select a configured template from the drop-

Configure
Alarm
Notification

Select
template

down list. For detailed configurations, see Configuring Trigger Condition
Template. If a newly created template is not displayed, click Refresh on
the right.

Notification
Template

You can select a preset or custom notification template. Each alarm policy
can be bound to three notification templates at most.

4. After configuring the above items, click Save.

Modifying an alarm policy
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy on the left sidebar and click the name/ID of the policy to be modified
to enter the alarm policy management page.
3. Modify information such as trigger condition, alarm object, and alarm notification.
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Configuring Alarm Policy for Data Subscription
：

Last updated 2022-10-18 14:35:35

Overview
You can use CM to set alarm rules for important metrics during data subscription. CM will send notifications to you as
soon as a metric becomes abnormal, so you can take corresponding measures.
This document describes how to set notification rules for metric alarms, including the trigger condition and scope of
metric alarms, form of notifications, time period for notifications, and recipient group.

Adding an alarm policy
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy on the left sidebar to enter the alarm policy configuration page.
3. Click Create and configure a new alarm policy as detailed below:
Configuration
Type

Configuration
Item

Description

Policy Name

Enter a custom policy name.

Remarks

Enter custom policy remarks.

Monitoring
Type

Select Tencent Cloud services.
Select the desired policy type of the Tencent Cloud service to be
monitored.
Data migration: Metrics in data migration scenarios are monitored.

Basic Info

Policy Type

Data sync: Metrics in data sync scenarios are monitored.
Data subscription (Kafka Edition): Metrics in data subscription (Kafka
Edition) in New DTS are monitored.
Data subscription: Metrics in data subscription in Old DTS are
monitored.

Alarm Policy

Alarm Object

If you select Instance ID, the alarm policy will be associated with the
selected instance.
If you select Instance Group, the alarm policy will be associated with
the selected instance group.
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If you select All Objects, the alarm policy will be associated with all
instances under the current account.
Trigger Condition: You can choose to make the alarm triggered when
any or all metrics meet the set condition.
Configuration example: The metric is "RPS read from source
database", the statistical period is 1 minute, the comparison relation
is "<", the threshold is "1", and the consecutive monitoring duration is
Configure
manually

"3 consecutive data points".
Configuration effect: The "RPS read from source database" metric is
collected once every minute. If the number of rows read by DTS from
the source database per second is below 1 for three consecutive
times, an alarm will be triggered.
Alarm frequency: You can customize the frequency for repeated alarm
notifications, such as once every hour, 2 hours, or day.
Click Select template and select a configured template from the drop-

Configure
Alarm
Notification

Select
template

down list. For detailed configurations, see Configuring Trigger Condition
Template. If a newly created template is not displayed, click Refresh on
the right.

Notification
Template

You can select a preset or custom notification template. Each alarm policy
can be bound to three notification templates at most.

4. After configuring the above items, click Save.

Modifying an alarm policy
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy on the left sidebar and click the name/ID of the policy to be modified
to enter the alarm policy management page.
3. Modify information such as trigger condition, alarm object, and alarm notification.
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Viewing Alarm Records
：

Last updated 2021-12-27 10:55:09

Overview
You can view the historical metric and event alarms to understand the performance metrics of the system.

Viewing Metric Alarm
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Click Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy, select the target alarm policy, and click Alarm Records in the
Operation column.

Viewing Event Alarm
1. Log in to the CM console.
2. Click Event Center > Product Event to view the target alarming event.
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Viewing Monitoring Metric
：

Last updated 2021-12-27 10:55:09

Overview
You can view the metric monitoring data in real time to understand the performance metrics of the system.

：

Note

Currently, in data migration and data sync tasks, real-time monitoring metric data can be obtained only during
incremental migration and sync.

Viewing Monitoring Metric
1. Log in to the DTS console and select Data Migration, Data Sync, or Data Subscription on the left sidebar
2. Select the target task and click the task name.

3. Click the Monitoring Data tab to view the metric data.
(1) View data migration metric monitoring data.
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(2) View data sync metric monitoring data.

(3) View data subscription metric monitoring data.
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